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Glossary 
 

C-rate A measure of the rate at which a battery is discharged 
relative to the manufacturer’s rated capacity in ampere-
hours. It is also related to the discharge time. For example, 
if the battery’s rated capacity is 40 Ah, then 1C rate is 40 A 
and the battery is empty after a 1-hour discharge, 2C rate 
is 80 A and the battery is empty after a 0.5-hour discharge, 
and C/4 rate is 10 A and the battery is empty after a 4-hour 
discharge. 

Calendar life The length of time a battery can undergo some defined 
operation before failing to meet its specified end-of-life 
criteria. 

Capacity The capacity of a battery expresses the maximum available 
ampere-hours when a full battery is discharged at a certain 
C-rate until the cut-off voltage is reached. 

Cycle A sequence of a discharge followed by a charge, or a 
charge followed by a discharge under specified conditions. 

Cycle life The number of cycles, each to specified discharge and 
charge termination criteria under a specified charge and 
discharge regime, that a battery can undergo before failing 
to meet its specified end-of-life criteria. 

Depth of discharge The depth of discharge is a measure of how much charge 
has been discharged from a full battery. It is usually 
expressed in percents, but is sometimes expressed also in 
amperehours. 

Discharge rate See C-rate. 

End of life The stage at which a battery is not anymore capable to 
meet its performance criteria regarding capacity or power. 
There are two commonly used end-of-life criteria for a 
battery: capacity fade of 20%, resulting in 80% of the 
original capacity, and power fade of 20%, resulting in 80% 
of the original power and 25% increase in impedance. 

Energy capacity The energy capacity of a battery expresses the maximum 
available kilowatt-hours when a full battery is discharged at 
a certain C-rate until the cut-off voltage is reached. 

Energy density The ratio of energy available from a battery relative to its 
volume. 

Internal impedance Opposition to the flow of an alternating current at a 
particular frequency at a specified state of charge and 
temperature. 

Internal resistance Opposition to direct current flow in a battery. It is the sum 
of the ionic and electronic resistances of a battery. 

Nominal operating voltage The average voltage of a battery, as specified by the 
manufacturer, during discharging at a specified rate and 
temperature. 
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Open-circuit voltage The equilibrium voltage of a battery at a specified state of 
charge and temperature when there is no current flowing. 

Polarization The voltage deviation from the equilibrium voltage under 
loading, i.e., when current is flowing. 

Power density The ratio of power available from a battery relative to its 
volume. 

Primary battery Primary batteries only convert chemical energy into 
electrical energy, i.e., they are nonrechargeable batteries. 

Secondary battery Secondary batteries are able to convert chemical energy 
into electrical energy and electrical energy into chemical 
energy, i.e., they are rechargeable batteries. Recharging is 
done by applying an external voltage that is higher than the 
open-circuit voltage of the battery. 

Self discharge The process by which the available capacity of a battery 
decreases spontaneously due to undesirable chemical side 
reactions or short circuits within a cell. 

Specific energy The ratio of energy of a battery relative to its weight. 

Specific power The ratio of power of a battery relative to its weight. 

State of charge The state of charge is a measure of how much charge is 
left in a battery. It is a ratio of the present charge and the 
full charge, and it is usually expressed in percents. 

State of health The state of health is a measure of aging. It can be defined 
for capacity fade and power fade. Typically a battery is 
considered to be at its end of life when the state of health 
has decreased to 80%. 

Thermal runaway Thermal runaway occurs in Li-ion batteries when the rate 
of internal heat generation caused by the exothermic 
reactions exceeds the rate at which the heat can be 
expelled. Eventually, the temperature rises rapidly and the 
battery catches fire and burns at a very high temperature. 
The fire may catch nearby cells, and eventually, the whole 
battery may burn down.  
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Executive summary 

The dimensioning, design, and selection of an energy storage is a complex optimisation 

problem with many design aspects such as performance, size and weight limitations, 

control strategy, and life cycle cost. There are plenty of battery technologies available 

with different performance and lifetime characteristics. Furthermore, the interfacing 

power electronics, data acquisition, diagnostics, and control system add complexity to 

the design and selection of the system. Even though the market of grid-connected battery 

storage systems is currently fairly small, there are already very many commercial grid 

storage suppliers, who offer modular energy storage solutions.  

The prerequisite for the dimensioning and procurement is the identification of the 

business case and anticipated use profiles for the storage. In INVADE, the business 

models and use cases are investigated in WP9 and the assessment of the value of 

flexibility alternatives as well as optimal energy storage allocation and sizing from the 

use case, application, and grid operation point of view are performed in WP5.  

The most essential part of the dimensioning process is to define a detailed specification 

of the duty cycle and a comprehensive application-specific requirement specification for 

the battery. After these have been specified in detail, the preliminary dimensioning can 

be made either by the client (the pilots in INVADE) or by the potential battery storage 

vendors. Battery models can be used effectively in the dimensioning and validation of 

storage. With this model-based approach, the electrical and thermal performance of 

battery packs with different battery technologies and pack configurations can be 

assessed in detail. 

Commercial battery packs will be used in INVADE, and hence, the focus of this 

deliverable is on the preliminary dimensioning and selection of the best technology and 

product for the application. Basic guidelines for the dimensioning, cost comparisons, and 

selection of the technology are provided. Also battery models and their use in the 

dimensioning and validation are covered briefly in this deliverable. The background on 

technologies and design aspects of battery packs are explained to the extent that is 

necessary for understanding the fundamental technology-based constraints regarding 

the dimensioning and selection of the storage. The pilots are also introduced shortly and 

their use cases and requirements are eplained to the extent that is currently available. 
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1 Introduction 

This document is INVADE project deliverable D6.1 Storage system dimensioning and 

design tool. This report presents background information, guidelines, and tools for 

dimensioning and design of energy storage systems for smart grids in general and for 

INVADE pilots in particular.  

The dimensioning, design, and selection of an energy storage is a complex optimisation 

problem with many design aspects such as performance, size and weight limitations, 

control strategy, and life cycle cost. There are plenty of battery technologies available 

with different characteristics regarding performance, safety, lifetime, and cost.  

Furthermore, the interfacing power electronics, data acquisition, diagnostics, and control 

system add complexity to the design and selection of the system.  

It has been addressed in the literature that the application of traditional feasibility study 

methods such as levelised cost of energy (LCOE) or levelised cost of stored energy 

(LCOSE) is not straighforward for renewable energy industry and grid-connected 

storages, because these methods do not cover the needed business models and their 

characteristics for storage [1]. Particularily, they do not take into account the value of the 

higher-revenue flexibility services, but instead, they focus on costs and only use a 

weighted average cost of capital for modelling revenues. In order to optimize the 

dimensioning and use of a storage and to make accurate assessment between different 

storage solutions, a holistic approach will be needed, in which business models and use 

cases are first studied and selected, and then, the feasibility of different storage solutions 

are assessed.  

In INVADE, the business models and use cases are studied in WP9 and they are 

exposed later during the project. Furthermore, the assessment of the value of flexibility 

alternatives as well as optimal energy storage allocation and sizing from the use case, 

application, and grid operation point of view are performed in WP5, and these results are 

exposed later during the project. In addition, technical specifications of the pilots are 

currently being defined in WP10, and the results are exposed in D10.1, which is due in 

M8. Therefore, these issues will not be covered in this report. In this report, the 

prerequisite for the dimensioning is that the business cases and use cases have been 

identified.  

Commercial battery packs will be used in INVADE project, and hence, the focus of this 

deliverable is on the preliminary dimensioning and selection of the best technology and 
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product for the application. The background on technologies and design aspects of 

battery packs are explained to the extent that is necessary for understanding the 

fundamental technology-based constraints regarding the dimensioning and selection of 

the storage.  

2 Grid-connected storages 

2.1 Smart grids 

Smart grids are electrical grids that can automatically monitor energy flows and adjust to 

changes in the supply and demand. Smart metering systems provide real-time 

information about the energy production and consumption, and this information is used 

to control the supply and/or demand. Energy storages can be integrated into the grid at 

several levels to provide services for energy producers, transmission system operator, 

distribution system operators, or consumers.  

2.2 Energy storage services 

Energy storage services can be classified in many ways. References [2] and [3] classify 

the services in five categories and 14 defined services, which are shown in Figure 1. The 

business case, and therefore, the primary service or the mix of services has a high impact 

on the choice of energy storage technology, as the duty cycles and required cycle life 

are heavily affected. Hence, the choice of technology must be considered case by case.  

 

Figure 1: Services provided by energy storages [2]. 
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2.3 INVADE concept 

INVADE proposes to deliver a cloud-based flexibility management system integrated 

with electric vehicles (EVs) and batteries empowering energy storage at mobile, 

distributed and centralised levels to increase renewables share in the smart distribution 

grid. The project integrates different components: flexibility management system, energy 

storage technologies, electric vehicles and novel business models. It underpins these 

components with advanced cloud-based technologies to deliver the INVADE platform. 

The project will integrate the platform with existing grid infrastructure and systems at pilot 

sites in Bulgaria, Germany, Spain, Norway and the Netherlands and validate it through 

mobile, distributed and centralised use cases in the distribution grid in large scale 

demonstrations. The INVADE concept is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: INVADE concept. 

The energy storages are located in low AC voltage distribution networks at substations, 

homes, and EV charging points. The energy storages at homes and EV charging points 

are referred as distributed storages or home storages, and the energy storages at 

substations are referred as centralized storages or grid storages. The work on the 
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business models, flexibility services, and use cases is currently in progress. Further 

discussion on flexibility services offered by energy storages which are in line with 

INVADE scope are discussed in D5.1 Challenges in distribution grid with high penetration 

of renewables. It is, however, apparent that the main use cases for centralized storages 

are congestion management, voltage control, controlled islanding, day-ahead 

optimization, intraday optimization, and self balancing. The main services for home 

storages will be the time-of-use optimization, control of the maximum load, and self 

balancing. The definitions of these services are provided in [4] and in D5.1.  

2.4 Storage technologies 

There is a wide range of storage technologies available for grid applications, ranging 

from huge storages such as pumped hydrostorages and compressed-air storages to 

medium-sized and small storages such as electrochemical storages. Electrochemical 

storages are the most versatile technology for grid applications. They offer fast response 

time, fast discharge time, high power capability, high efficiency, moderate cost, and they 

are scalable from tens or hundreds of kWh up to MWh scale. A huge research effort has 

been taken place in recent years for the technology development of electrochemical 

storages. The main technologies of batteries for grid applications are lead acid, nickel 

cadmium (NiCd), sodium sulphur (NaS), lithium-ion (Li-ion), sodium nickel chloride 

(NaNiCl2, also known as ZEBRA), and redox flow.  

Figure 3 shows the applications of grid-connected energy storages segmented by 

discharge time. The suitability of different electrochemical storages are compared in 

Table 1. Lithium-ion battery is a very fast acting storage technology that can be used 

effectively for load durations from fractions of seconds up to several hours. It is the 

preferred technology that performs well in all anticipated use cases of INVADE. 

 

Figure 3: Applications of grid-connected energy storages segmented by discharge time [5].  
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Storage segment Storage type Storage duration Lead-acid NiCd Li-ion NaS NaNiCl2 Flow 

Fast acting storage 
Power quality < 1’ – – ++ + + – 

Power system stability 1’ Æ 15’ + ++ ++ ++ ++ + 

Power storage  15’ Æ 60’ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Energy storage 

Daily ~ 6 h ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Weekly ~ 40 h + – – ++ ++ ++ 

Monthly 168 h Æ 720 h – – – – + + 

Seasonal ≥ 720 h – – – – – – 

Table 1: Comparison of the suitability of different electrochemical storage technologies for 
different discharge times corresponding to the different energy storage applications. Table was 

reconstructed from [5].  

2.5 Electrochemical storages 

Electrochemical energy storages consist of electrochemical cells, which convert 

chemical energy into electrical energy. These cells are commonly known as batteries. 

Nonrechargeable batteries, which only convert chemical energy into electrical energy, 

are called primary batteries. Rechargeable batteries, which are also able to convert 

electrical energy into chemical energy, are called secondary batteries. Charging occurs 

when externally provided electrical energy is converted into internal chemical energy, 

and discharging occurs when internal chemical energy is converted into electrical 

energy. Charging is always performed by applying an external voltage that is higher than 

the open-circuit voltage (OCV) of the battery.  

Primary elements of a battery are as follows:  

x The negative electrode becomes oxidized during discharging and reduced 

during charging. The negative electrode is commonly referred to as the anode. 

x The positive electrode becomes reduced during discharging, and oxidized during 

charging. The positive electrode is commonly referred to as the cathode. 

x The separator is an insulator, which physically separates the electrodes from an 

electrical short circuit, and allows ions to flow from one electrode to the other. 

x The electrolyte provides the ions for the electrochemical reaction to happen. 

Typically, the electrolyte is a liquid, such as water with dissolved salts, acids, or 
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alkalis, to improve ionic conductivity, but solid electrolytes and gel-type polymer 

electrolytes are also used. 

x The casing protects all the components from the external environment and 

protects users from the internal components. 

Active anode and cathode materials determine the capacity and voltage of the battery, 

and thus, they determine the baseline for the energy density. Both the electrolyte and 

the separator are inactive materials that add mass and volume, and hence, decrease the 

energy density of a battery. Inactive materials are needed also in the electrodes; current 

collectors, conductive additives, and binders. Current collectors are installed in each 

electrode to support the active material and to conduct electrons between the external 

electrical circuit and the active material. Conductive additives increase the porosity of the 

electrodes and are responsible for the electron current distribution inside the electrodes. 

Binders hold active material particles together and in contact with the current collectors. 

Another battery type is known as redox flow batteries, which use two electrolytes as 

energy carriers. The electrolytes are divided by using a separator, e.g., an ion-selective 

membrane, which allows selected ions to pass and complete the chemical reaction 

during charging and discharging. In redox batteries the energy capacity and power 

capability can be decoupled: the energy capacity is dictated by the volumes of active 

materials, while the power capability is determined by the membrane surface area. [5] 

Until recently, the secodary battery market could be divided into three segments [5]: 

1. Portable batteries for consumer devices such as handheld electronics and 

notebook computers. The capacity of these batteries is typically less than 6 Ah. 

The segment is dominated by lithium-ion batteries.  

2. Industrial batteries for industrial devices either for mobile machinery (e.g. forklifts) 

or for stationary applications such as uninterruptible power supply (UPS). The 

capacity of these batteries is typically higher than 6 Ah. The segment is 

dominated by lead-based batteries, but also nickel-based and sodium-based 

batteries are commonly used in specific niches.  

3. Starting–lighting–ignition (SLI) batteries are used for vehicles and non-road 

mobile machinery. The segment is dominated by lead-based batteries.  

In addition to these three segments, decarbonisation policies have yield two new battery 

segments [5]:  

1. Mobility batteries for use in electrified transportation.  
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a. Electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) use mostly 

lithium-ion batteries. 

b. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) are dominated by nickel metal hydride 

(NiMH) batteries. 

c. Micro hybrid electric vehicles are dominated by advanced lead-acid 

batteries with the use of lithium-ion batteries for some niches.  

d. Electric, hybrid electric, and plug-in hybrid electric buses and other 

commercial vehicles are dominated by lithium-ion batteries.  

e. Electric, hybrid electric, and plug-in hybrid electric non-road mobile 

machinery are dominated by lithium-ion batteries with the use of lead-

based batteries for some niches.  

f. Electric, hybrid electric, and plug-in hybrid electric marine vessels are 

dominated by lithium-ion batteries.  

2. Storage batteries for providing flexibility to electrical grids and for integration of 

renewable energy sources. Several battery technologies, e.g., lithium-based, 

sodium-based, lead-based, and flow batteries, are used in this segment.  

2.6 Maturity of technology 

The battery storage market for grid applications is currently fairly small but is expected 

to grow rapidly. Maturity levels for various battery technologies are shown in Table 2. 

Status Energy Storage technology 

Mature Lead-acid, NiCd  

Commercial Li-ion, lead-acid, NaS, and NaNiCl2, supercapacitors 

Demonstration Zinc bromine, advanced lead-acid, vanadium redox, Li-ion, Zinc air, sodium ion 

Prototype Iron chromium, lithium sulphur, Li-ion capacitors 

Laboratory 
Advanced Li-ion, new electrochemical couples, liquid metal batteries, 

magnesium-based batteries, lithium air 

Idea, concept Beyond Li-based systems (metal-air, etc) 

Table 2: Status of development of major electrochemical storage systems for grid applications. 
Source: [5]. 
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The value chain of a grid-connected battery storage is shown in Figure 4. Most of the 

cell suppliers are supplying cells and modules, and many have also battery packs 

available. The largest cell manufacturers can also supply whole energy storage system 

solutions to customers. On the other hand, the largest cell and system manufacturers 

may not be interested to deliver small or medium sized storages, but they will only 

concentrate on MWh-scale storages. Globally, there are tens of major cell manufacturers 

and hundreds of energy storage system suppliers.  

 

Figure 4: Grid storage value chain [5]. 

The lowest battery cell prices at 2014 and projections for near future for utility-scale 

applications were presented in [3], and they are shown in Figure 5. The price of lithium-

ion technology is estimated to reach 200 $/kWh by 2020, while the other technologies 

are remarkably more expensive.   

 

Figure 5: Lowest current and projected battery cell price by type for utility-scale applications [3]. 
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The cost of Li-ion battery packs for EVs is falling annually at a rate of approximately 8% 

for market leaders and 14% in general  [6]. It is expected that as the price gap between 

the market leaders and all players decreases, the general falling rate reduces to 8% as 

well. The evolution of the past prices as well as future forecasts are illustrated in Figure 

6. The grid-storage market segment will benefit from the R&D efforts of automotive Li-

ion batteries and also of the scaling up of manufacturing due to increase of demand in 

automotive sector. Hence, the trend of falling prices is similar for grid-connected 

storages, even though absolute prices are higher.   

 

Figure 6: Cost of battery packs for electric vehicles [6]. 

SET Plan has set performance targets for batteries towards 2030 and beyond [7]. The 

main SET Plan target for batteries is to get the LCOSE lower than the LCOE of other 

flexibility alternatives [5]. Furthermore, the SET Plan defined the following targets for 

stationary Li-ion battery systems in 2030 [5]: 

x System efficiency > 90% 

x System cost < 150 €/kWh (for a 100 kW system) 

x Lifetime of 10,000 cycles for Li-ion batteries with graphite anodes and 60,000 for 

Li-ion batteries with lithium titanate anodes. 

3 Lithium-ion batteries 

Lithium is an alkaline metal, which has the lowest weight and high potential. With these 

inherent properties, high energy density may be achieved with lithium-based batteries. 
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The use of lithium metal as an electrode material is confined mainly to primary (non-

rechargeable) batteries, because the lithium metal in the electrodes becomes completely 

dissolved during discharging, and therefore, the original electrode structure cannot be 

restored anymore during recharging. In lithium-based secondary (rechargeable) 

batteries, electrodes are composed of lithium intercalation materials, in which the lithium 

ions are intercalated between layers of the electrode material, e.g. cobalt oxide or 

graphite. This yields to a reversible process, in which lithium ions transfer from the 

positive electrode to the negative electrode during charging, and vice versa during 

discharging. These batteries are commonly known as lithium-ion batteries, which refers 

to the fundamental intercalation-based operation principle of these batteries. There are 

several electrode compositions for anode and cathode with different characteristics 

regarding performance, lifetime, and cost.  

3.1 Materials and electrode compositions 

Commercially available lithium-ion batteries utilize lithiated metal oxides or lithiated metal 

phosphates as positive electrode materials. The first commercial and still commonly used 

Li-ion battery chemistry is a lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) cathode combined with a  lithium 

carbon (C) anode. It has a high energy density, but offers poor thermal stability at 

charged state. LCO batteries are mainly used in portable devices due to their high energy 

density. However, their electrochemical and thermal instability prevent their use in 

automotive or grid storage applications. The high cost of cobalt and the poor thermal 

stability has pushed the development of alternative cathode materials.  

The stability of LCO cathode can be improved and cost reduced by replacing cobalt partly 

with nickel, manganese, or aluminium. Therefore, lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide 

(NMC) and lithium nickel cobalt aluminium oxide (NCA) cathodes offer high energy 

density, good thermal stability, and high cycle life. NCA is not as thermally and 

electrochemically stable as NMC due to its higher nickel content. NCM and NCA 

cathodes are both commonly used in automotive batteries and grid storages.  

Lithium manganese oxide (LMO) cathodes are inexpensive and offer very good thermal 

stability, but they have lower energy density and cycle life compared to NMC and NCA. 

To overcome low energy density, the LMO cathode is typically blended with a high-

energy NMC or NCA cathode to obtain a composite cathode. Lithium iron phosphage 

(LFP) cathode is also inexpensive and thermally very stable, and it offers high power 

capability and high cycle life, but it suffers from the low energy density as well. LFP 
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cathode is a non-toxic compound, and it does not release O2 in operation, making it much 

safer electrochemically and thermally than NMC and NCA.  

The properties of the cathode materials are summarized in Table 3. Even though high 

energy density is not critical for stationary grid applications, the cost reduction potential 

is highest for the technologies that are used in huge volumes in the automotive industry. 

Therefore, similarily as in the automotive industry, the NMC, NCA, and LFP technologies 

are the most promising technologies for grid-connected battery storages.  

Cathode 
material 

Midpoint 
voltage 

[V] 

Specific 
capacity 
[Ah/kg] 

Advantages Disadvantages Applications 

LCO 3.9 155 High cycle life, high 
energy density 

Moderate thermal 
stability 

Small portable 
electronics 

LMO 4.0 100–120 Very good thermal 
stability, inexpensive, 
very high power 
capability 

Moderate cycle life, 
low energy 

High power 
applications: power 
tools and motive 
power 

NCA 3.7 180 Very high energy 
density, high power 
capability, good cycle 
life 

Moderate thermal 
stability, sensitive 
to moisture 

Excellent for motive 
power and premium 
electronic applications 

NMC 3.8 160 Very good 
combination of 
properties (energy, 
power, cycle life, and 
thermal stability) 

Patent issues Both portable and 
high power 
applications including 
power tools, EVs, and 
grid storages 

LFP 3.4 160 Very good thermal 
stability, very high 
cycle life, high power 
capability 

Low energy 
density, patent 
issues 

Mainly used in buses, 
power tools, and grid 
storages 

Table 3: Properties of various cathode materials used in commercial Li-ion batteries. Table was 
reconstructed from [8]. 

Over 98% of commercial Li-ion batteries use carbon based anodes. Carbon anodes are 

either graphitic carbons or non-graphitic carbons. Graphitic carbons are natural and 

synthetic graphites. Non-graphitic carbons are soft carbons and hard carbons. New 

development is alloying silicon with carbon based anodes for enhanced performance. At 

the moment, the silicon content is only few percents of the anode, because of a phase 

change and mechanical stress in pure silicon particles causing degradation. 3M has 

recently presented a pre-lithiated silicon alloy anode with 55% silicon content capable of 

500 cycles in full cell. However, the remaining problems are gassing at higher 

temperatures and finding a suitable electrolyte. 

The other commercial anode composition is lithium titanate oxide (LTO), which has a 

very long cycle life, high charge/discharge rate, and is very tolerant to temperature. 

However, the electrochemical potential of the half-cell is higher, which results in lower 

voltage of the full cell, and consequently, in lower energy density than carbon anodes. 

LTO also has higher cost per kWh. Therefore, LTO anode is typically combined with a 
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NMC cathode. LTO is most suited to applications where very high charging rates or very 

long cycle life are necessary.  

While automotive industry uses mostly graphite anode based batteries, the mobile 

machinery manufacturers tend to rely on batteries with LTO anodes due to their much 

higher cycle life, fast charging capability, and better performance at cold temperatures. 

LTO-batteries are also feasible in grid applications and in other industrial stationary 

applications. Major manufacturers of LTO batteries are Toshiba, Microvast, Altair 

Nanotechnologies, Leclanché, and ATL. Recently, also Kokam and XALT have started 

to manufacture LTO batteries. 

Figure 7 shows how the usage divides between different cathode materials in 2016, 

including all use segments. LFP, which has the biggest share, is used mainly in electric 

and hybrid electric buses and vehicles, especially in China, but they are used also in 

renewable power generation and in power tools. Major manufacturers of LFP batteries 

are BYD, A123, SAFT, and Sony. NEC bought the grid storage business of A123 in 2014. 

Electric vehicle industry uses mostly NMC batteries, except Tesla, who uses NCA 

batteries from Panasonic. Other major manufacturers of NCA batteries include SAFT 

and GAIA. Major NMC battery manufacturers include Panasonic, Samsung, LG Chem, 

Kokam, Saft, and SK Innovation. Nissan and some other vehicle manufacturers use a 

composite cathode, in which LMO is blended with NMC or NCA. Batteries for Nissan are 

provided by AESC.  

 

Figure 7: Cathode materials in 2016, reconstructed from [9]. 

The price indication at 2014 and projections for 2017 and 2020 of different lithium-ion 

chemistries for utility-scale applications are shown in Figure 8. Besides LCO, which has 

poor thermal stability, the cheapest chemistries are NCA and LMO.  
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Figure 8: Lowest cell price of lithium-ion chemistries for utility-scale applications [3]. 

3.2 Characteristics 

The following inherent characteristics dictate the performance of a battery cell: 

x Capacity 

x Open-circuit voltage 

x Internal impedance 

x Entropy change 

In addition, mass, specific heat capacity, and geometry of the cell affect the thermal 

performance, and hence, also the electrical performance and continuous and peak 

current ratings of the cell.  

The capacity of a battery expresses the maximum available ampere-hours when a full 

battery is discharged at a certain C-rate until the cut-off voltage is reached. The capacity 

decreases with decreasing temperature. Moreover, less ampere-hours can be extracted 

with increasing C-rate. The root cause for this behavior is the internal impedance, which 

causes the cut-off voltage to hit prematurely compared to lower C-rates.  

Open-circuit voltage is the equilibrium voltage of a battery at a specified SOC and 

temperature when there is no current flowing. Open-circuit voltage increases as the SOC 

increases. The effect of temperature is very small and depends on the entropy-change 

characteristics. Each cathode–anode combination has a unique SOC–OCV 

characteristic curve. Batteries with LCO, NMC, NCA, and LMO cathode have a fairly 

linear SOC–OCV relationship in the middle SOC area and a more steep curve at low 

SOC, while batteries with LFP cathode have a large flat plateau in the middle SOC area 

and steep curves at low and high SOC. This flat part of the SOC–OCV places challenges 
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for the SOC estimation algorithms, because OCV does not give good indication of the 

SOC.  

Ideally, all of the stored electrochemical energy would be converted into electrical energy 

during discharging. However, polarization losses occur when a load current passes 

through the electrodes. These polarization losses consist of ohmic polarization, 

activation polarization, and concentration polarization. Ohmic polarization is caused by 

the resistivity of the actual materials such as metal plates and contacts, activation 

polarization drives the electrochemical reaction at the electrodes, and concentration 

polarization is caused by the concentration differences of the reactants and products at 

the electrode surface and in the bulk as a result of mass transfer. Polarization effects 

consume part of the total energy as heat losses and thus reduce the efficiency of the 

conversion. [10] 

Internal impedance has a strong effect on the performance and rate capability of a cell. 

Because of internal impedance, a voltage drop is present during discharging. This 

voltage drop follows the Ohm’s law, i.e., it is proportional to the magnitude of the load 

current. The total internal impedance of a cell is the sum of the ionic resistance of the 

electrolyte, the electronic resistances of the active mass, the current collectors and 

electrical tabs of the electrodes, and the contact resistance between the active mass and 

the current collector. [10] 

In addition to irreversible heat generation due to polarization losses, batteries also exhibit 

reversible heat generation, which is associated with the entropy change in the electrodes 

resulting from structural changes caused by the intercalation of lithium ions during 

charging and discharging. The entropy change characteristics can be either exothermic 

or endothermic, depending on the SOC and direction of the current.  

Entropy changes of common Li-ion battery cathodes and anodes were compared and 

reported in [11]. Graphite anodes have a higher entropy change than lithium-titanate 

anodes, and pure LCO cathodes have a much higher entropy change compared to other 

cathode chemistries. The reversible heat generation has a substantial effect at all rates, 

especially for batteries with LCO-based cathodes and graphite anodes. 

The nominal voltage of a battery is defined as the average working voltage during the 

whole discharge process at a specified rate and temperature. The state of charge is 

defined as the ratio between the available capacity and the full-charge capacity, and it is 

typically expressed in percents. The depth of discharge (DOD) is closely related to the 

SOC. The DOD is a measure of how much charge has been discharged from a full 
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battery. It is usually expressed in percents, but is sometimes expressed also in ampere-

hours. 

The rate capability of a battery is mainly determined by the internal impedance and 

thermal properties of a battery. Internal resistance opposes current flow and causes 

irreversible heat generation. The continuous and peak current ratings are typically 

determined based on heating. When discharging a full battery with a rated continous 

discharge rate at rated temperature (typically room temperature), the battery temperature 

should stay within the specified range. However, after discharging at a rated current, the 

battery needs time to cool down, or at least the consecutive charging must be done at a 

low rate, in which case the heat generation must be lower than the heat dissipation in 

order for the battery to cool down. The rate at which a battery can be discharged and 

charged repetitively without rest times for several hours is typically much lower than the 

rated continuous current, in the order of a few C-rates. Moreover, manufacturers of grid 

storage batteries as well as grid integrators may use a different way than cell 

manufacturers to define the rated continuous current for their energy storages. These 

ratings may be lower than the ratings of the cell manufacturer in order to resemble better 

the more continuous use of grid storages.  

The power capability is determined based on current capability and voltage profile. The 

nominal or rated power is the product of the nominal voltage and current. However, in 

general, the power capability is not constant but varies as a function of the terminal 

voltage. The minimum and maximum power capability can be calculated by using the 

specified minimum and maximum voltages of the battery, respectively.  

The discharge time is directly related to the rate capability, as it is obtained by dividing 

60 min by a discharge rate. That is, for a battery with a rated current corresponding to 

4C rate the discharge time would be 15 min.  

The instantaneous efficiency of a battery is dictated by the current, the internal 

resistance, and the OCV. However, because the OCV cannot be measured directly 

during loading, two other definitions of efficiency are commonly used for batteries: 

roundtrip coulombic efficiency and roundtrip energy efficiency. As the names imply, the 

measurement of these efficiencies rely on consecutive discharging and charging in a 

specified manner. The initial and final SOC should be the same, and the current and 

power are integrated during the discharge-charge cycle. In coulombic efficiency, only 

ampere-hours are calculated, and the roundtrip coulombic efficiency is defined as the 

ratio of the discharged ampere-hours to the charged ampere-hours. The roundtrip energy 

efficiency is defined as the ratio of the discharged energy to the charged energy.  
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3.3 Ageing 

The degradation process in a lithium-ion battery is a complex combination of 

electrochemical and mechanical processes, which lead to capacity decrease and power 

fading. Most of these processes cannot be studied independently as they occur 

simultaneously at similar timescales and interact with each other. However, ageing 

mechanisms occurring at anode and cathode differ significantly and can thus be 

discussed separately. The ageing mechanisms of the electrolyte mainly take place at the 

electrodes and in interaction with them. [12] 

Ageing processes can be divided into two groups: ageing during use and ageing during 

storage. Typically ageing processes during use are resulting from kinetically induced 

effects such as volume or concentration variations. Respectively, ageing processes 

during storage are driven by side reactions resulting from thermodynamic instability of 

materials. [13] 

Generally, the most critical part of the cell is the interface between the negative electrode 

and the electrolyte [13]. The solid electrolyte interface formation on the negative 

electrode is a key factor in battery ageing. However, also the degradation processes on 

the positive electrode have to be taken into account. 

In contrast to carbon materials in anode, the degradation of active materials in cathode 

is dependent on the SOC of the battery and cycling conditions [12]. The intercalation 

reaction of lithium ions in the metal oxide changes the mechanical properties of the 

material. The insertion/extraction of lithium ions changes the molar volume of the 

material, which may induce mechanical stress and strain to the electrode. 

The relationship with the total energy throughput and the DOD is important when 

dimensioning battery storages. In general, the total energy throughput is not constant, 

but increases as the DOD decreases. The total energy throughput may be several times 

higher for a DOD of 10% than for 80%. This is also an important factor for applications 

with a high amount of microcycles; the microcycles that are superpositioned over the 

main cycle degrade the battery much less than the main cycles.  

Because of the complex degradation mechanisms, the ageing of a battery is highly 

dependent on the use profile and ambient conditions. Substantial efforts have been put 

into long-term experimental research on stress factors affecting cycle life and calendar 

life, e.g. references [14], [15], [16]. Most of these studies included efforts to develop semi-

empirical ageing models and investigated the SOC, DOD, rate, and temperature as the 

main stress factors. In [16], a semi-empirical cycle-life model for a PHEVs battery was 
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developed, in which the internal resistance was found to increase linearly with respect to 

accumulated ampere-hours, whereas the capacity followed a power-law relation. 

The effects of the anode degradation mechanisms can be minimized by operating the 

cell in a proper temperature range and avoiding overcharge and overdischarge. The 

effects of the cathode degradation mechanisms can be minimized by operating the cell 

within a limited SOC range. Especially full charging should be avoided.  

3.4 Safety issues 

Lithium-ion batteries must operate within a safe and reliable operating area, which is 

restricted by the voltage and temperature. Violation of these voltage and temperature 

windows lead to accelerated performance degradation as well as to increased safety risk 

levels and even hazards.  

Hazards associated with lithium-ion cells can originate from high temperature or internal 

short circuit, which leads to rapid overheating. These events are typically a consequence 

of a former violation of the safe voltage or temperature window. For batteries with 

graphite-based anodes, the main safety issues and their origins are explained briefly 

below: 

x Overdischarge: If the cut-off voltage is exceeded, the copper in the current 

collector of the anode dissolves into the electrolyte. If the battery is then 

recharged, the dissolved copper forms metallic dendrites on the anode, which 

may puncture the separator and cause a short circuit. An extremely low voltage 

may additionally lead to the reduction of the electrolyte and production of gas.  

x Overcharge: Exceeding the maximum voltage will lead to the decomposition of 

the cathode, which will produce high amounts of heat, and hence, rapid heating. 

It will also lead to the deposition of metallic lithium in the surface of the anode, 

which will increase the risk of internal short circuit. Extremely high voltage will 

also lead to the decomposition of the electrolyte.  

x Low temperature: Charging at subzero temperature leads to the deposition of 

metallic lithium on the surface of the anode, and therefore, reduces the cycle life. 

At an extremely low temperature, the cathode will break down, which results in 

an internal short circuit.  

x High temperature: Typically the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) film will start an 

exothermic decomposition when the temperature exceeds 90 °C. When the 
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temperature exceeds 120 °C, the SEI film cannot anymore protect the anode from 

side reactions with the organic electrolyte, and combustible gas is produced. After 

130 °C temperature, the separator starts to melt and shuts the cell down. When 

the temperature becomes higher, the cathode starts to decompose, which 

releases oxygen and produces high amounts of heat. The temperature threshold 

for the decomposition varies with the cathode composition. At 200 °C, the 

electrolyte starts to decompose and to produce combustible gas, which reacts 

with the oxygen from the decomposed cathode. This is a high-rate exothermic 

process with temperature increase rates as high as 100 °C/min. Eventually, the 

cell starts to catch fire and a thermal runaway is initiated.  

 

Figure 9: Safety operating window for lithium-ion battery [17]. 

For batteries with LTO anode, overdischarging does not result in the formation of metallic 

dendrites, because LTO batteries use aluminum current collector in the anode as well. 

Also charging at subzero temperature is allowed.  
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3.5 Battery system integration 

Because battery cells have only a very limited voltage, power, and energy ratings, they 

need to be connected in series and parallel to achieve the voltage, power, and energy 

needs of the target application. For practical reasons, especially to avoid excessive 

weight of a single unit and to achieve modularity and easy scalability, the cells are first 

packed to battery modules. Then, a battery pack is formed by connecting multiple 

modules in series and/or parallel.  

Figure 10 illustrates the integration and packaging of a battery pack. As shown in the 

figure, there are several different types of enclosures for a battery. Cylindrical and 

prismatic cells have a rigid metal-coated housing, while pouch cells have a laminated 

sealing with conductive foil tabs welded to the electrodes and taken out.  

 

Figure 10: Battery pack integration [18].  

Cylindrical cells are widely used in notebook computers. The industry standard 18650 

cell has a diameter of 18 mm and length of 65 mm. The 18650 cells are small cells with 

the capacity of 2–3.5 Ah [19]. In large applications thousands of cylindrical cells are 

required. The standardized cell size has enabled low-cost mass production of the 

cylindrical cells. Tesla uses a cylindrical cell from Panasonic in their vehicles. Recently, 

Tesla and Panasonic developed together a new 2170 cell (diameter 21 mm, length 70 

mm), which Tesla is starting to manufacture in the Gigafactory. Since its introduction, 

also Samsung has introduced a 2170 cell to compete with Tesla.  

Prismatic cells have a similar layered structure to cylindrical cells, but in thinner 

geometry. There are two types of prismatic cells: wound prismatic cells and flat plate 
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prismatic cells. The wound prismatic cells are fabricated in the same manner as 

cylindrical cells, but using a flat mandrel in rolling.  The slimmer shape compared to 

cylindrical cells enables higher packing density in battery modules. The downside is that 

typically prismatic cells are more expensive to manufacture than cylindrical cells, and 

they are less efficient in thermal management. Prismatic cells have no universal format. 

They are manufactured in different sizes for example for portable electronics and electric 

vehicles. The size of the prismatic cell can vary from small to very large, depending on 

the application. 

In pouch cells the electrodes and solid electrolyte are usually stacked in layers or 

laminations and packed in a flexible foil envelope. The foil packaging enables thin and 

lightweight cell designs, which are suitable for high power applications. As there is no 

metallic support structure around every cell, the pouch cells achieve the highest 

packaging efficiency among all battery cell configurations. However, for the same reason 

an external support structure in the module level is required to protect the pouch cells 

from mechanical stress. There is no standardized pouch cell, but the cells are 

customized according to the requirements of the application. The capacity of a pouch 

cell is typically 15–40 Ah, but can be more than 100 Ah in some applications [19]. 

3.5.1 Module and pack assembly 

Battery cells are typically assembled in a module, which includes multiple cells with 

proper mounting, interconnections, cell-voltage measurements, temperature 

measurements, enclosure, and terminals. A module may also include other systems 

such as active or passive cooling, heating, fuses, current measurement, and cell-

equalization electronics. 

Battery modules typically have 3–20 cells connected in series. Parallel connections of 

two or more cells are also common, giving more flexibility to battery designs. However, 

as was suggested in [20], internal resistance matching should be performed for parallel-

connected cells to ensure the long lifetime of a battery. A difference of 20% in the internal 

resistance of parallel-connected cells can lead to a reduction of approximately 40% in 

the cycle-life of a battery [20]. 

A battery pack consists of multiple battery modules, internal connections, external 

connections, and an enclosure. In addition, it typically has at least a battery management 

system (BMS), a thermal management system, contactors, fuses, and a precharge 

circuit. It may also have, e.g., an isolation monitoring device and additional sensors.  
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3.5.2 Battery management system 

In order to achieve high energy, power, and voltage capabilities, multiple battery cells 

need to be connected in series and parallel. The use of a BMS is important to manage 

battery modules and packs. Without a BMS the battery will eventually become 

unbalanced, because the cells have different leakage currents that discharge the cells 

slowly with different rates. A BMS is also needed to estimate the battery’s state and 

condition, such as the SOC and SOH, as well as to provide advanced mechanisms to 

protect the battery from hazardous and inefficient operating conditions such as 

overtemperature, undertemperature, overvoltage, and undervoltage. Hence, the tasks of 

a BMS can be divided into three categories: 

x safety-related tasks such as preventing overcurrent, overcharging, and 

overdischarging from happening by controlling the battery current directly or 

indirectly 

x optimization-related tasks such as cell balancing and current limiting at low and 

high temperatures and SOCs, which maximize the performance and lifetime of 

the battery 

x monitoring and prediction of properties such as current, voltage, temperature, 

SOC, SOH, available energy, and available power to provide information to the 

vehicle control unit. 

The main features of a BMS are shown in Figure 11. For best operation, the BMS must 

be configured and calibrated carefully for the dedicated system. Otherwise, the safety 

features and state estimation algorithms do not operate properly. Battery system 

integrators are responsible for the selection, configuration, and calibration of the BMS.  
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Figure 11: BMS features [21]. 

3.5.3 Thermal management 

Because of the safety concerns and higher degradation rate at high and low 

temperatures, the appropriate thermal management is very important in lithium-ion 

battery systems. The battery generates heat during loading, and the heat must be 

dissipated into ambient air or coolant. The basis of the thermal management is laid on 

the battery module design. Inside the module, the heat is typically conducted away from 

the cells by placing a thin cooling plate against the flat surface of the cell and by mounting 

it to a main cooling plate at the end. Modules are typically closed enclosures which have 

either a cooling plate, inlet and outlet for coolant, or a fan.  

The optimal operating temperature range of batteries is approximately 15–35 °C. In this 

range the efficiency, lifetime, and performance are good, and there are no temperature-

related safety risks. The efficiency and performance get even better at higher 

temperatures, but, adveresely, the battery also degrades at a higher rate. The upper limit 

for the temperature is typically set in the vicinity of 50 °C. At this temperature, the 

calendar life and cycle life are drastically shortened. There is, however, still a wide safety 

margin before exothermic reactions begin to happen, which may result in an uncontrolled 

heating and thermal runaway. At temperatures lower than 15 °C, the usable energy and 

power capability are decreased because of the increase of the internal impedance. 

Moreover, also the efficiency is decreased and the ageing rate is increased.  
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3.5.4 Protection devices 

Typical protection systems include fuses or circuit breakers for short-circuit protection, 

contactors or other main switches for disconnecting the battery from the system, and 

isolation monitoring device for detecting ground faults and degradation of electrical 

isolation. In large battery systems, also a fire protection system and an exhaust gas 

manifold are often used.  

3.5.5 Grid storages 

Grid storages are typically formed by assembling battery modules into vertical racks. The 

size of the storage can be scaled by combining several racks. Depending on the total 

capacity of the storage and the customer’s preference, the racks are typically installed 

inside a cabinet or a container. Containerized storages typically include the whole energy 

storage system from battery modules to supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) and control systems as well as interfacing power electronics converters, 

thermal management system, and protection devices.  

3.6 Key performance indicators 

Typical key performance indicators (KPIs) of battery storages are  

x Energy capacity [kWh] 

x Power capability [kW]  

x Energy density [kWh/l] 

x Power density [kW/l] 

x Specific energy [kWh/kg] 

x Specific power [kW/kg] 

x Roundtrip coulombic efficiency [%]  

x Roundtrip energy efficiency [%] 

x Cost per energy capacity [€/kWh] 

x Cost per power capability [€/kW] 

x Cycle life [cycles] 

x Calendar life [years] 
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x Temperature range 

In stationary applications and especially in grid storage applications the volume and 

weight do not pose big challenges to the design of the storage system. Therefore, energy 

and power densities as well as specific energy and specific power are not as important 

as in mobile applications such as EVs. In addition, ambient temperature conditions are 

typically regulated with a cooling system, and hence, the temperature range does not 

provide severe constraints on the selection. Moreover, the cost per energy capacity is 

not a good indicator of the cost of the system, because different batteries have very 

different cycle life and performance characteristics. Hence, the cycle life and efficiency 

should be included in the cost metrics, and the comparison should be made with different 

solutions that satisfy the defined duty cycle and other requirements. Therefore, the most 

important KPIs are  

x Cost per total energy throughput (cost per energy capacity per cycle [€/kWh] 

x Cost per power capability [€/kW] 

x Energy capacity [kWh] 

x Power capability [kW] 

x Discharge time [min] 

x Charge time [min] 

x Roundtrip energy efficiency [%] 

x Lifetime (in a specified application) [years] 

3.7 Summary 

Lithium ion batteries offer superb performance at constantly decreasing price and 

increasing lifetime. The most feasible technologies for grid storages are NMC, NCA, LFP, 

and LMO blends. These technologies offer high performance, long lifetime, and 

moderate cost. LTO technology offers very high performance and very long lifetime, but 

its cost is much higher compared to other technologies. LTO is best suited for very 

demanding applications. As the ambient conditions and the anticipated duty cycles are 

not very demanding in INVADE pilots, the LTO technology is probably not competetive 

because of its higher price. 

The DOD and operating temperature affect the lifetime of a battery significantly. During 

the dimensioning and procurement, detailed lifetime data ought to be requested from the 
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battery supplier. Battery manufacturers and integrators often have a spreadsheet or 

figures available which expose the anticipated lifetime at different DODs and 

temperatures. These tables have been typically obtained experimentally in controlled 

conditions in a laboratory by cycling cells at different DOD and temperature conditions 

with a dedicated battery testing equipment. The battery cells under test are placed inside 

thermal chambers to provide different temperature conditions, and the tests are run 

repetitively for several months or even years.  

There are very many commercial grid storage supplies. Typically these suppliers offer 

modular energy storage solutions with varying specifications regarding performance and 

lifetime. In many cases, the battery cell manufacturer or the battery technology is not 

exposed in the marketing brochures and datasheets. Moreover, when comparing 

different solutions, the technology itself is irrelevant. However, it is advisable to request 

the cell manufacturer and technology information at least in the later stage of the 

procurement, as it may provide additional insight into decision making.  

Direct comparison of different energy storage solutions in not straightforward because of 

the large variety of technologies and manufacturers, which all have their advantages, 

weaknesses, and constraints. Moreover, there is no standard way to specify the 

performance and end of life (EOL) criteria. While 80% of the original capacity can be 

regarded as the de facto standard criterion for the EOL, many manufacturers may use 

70% or 60%. However, even a more important issue is that the business case must be 

taken into account when comparing solutions. The commonly used methods of 

comparing LCOE or LCOSE do not always work well in general, because they do not 

take into account the added value of flexibility services. However, they are useful in 

comparing levelized costs of energy storages that have been dimensioned for a 

dedicated application and use cases. It only makes sense to make a detailed comparison 

if the real use cases have been identified and the ESSs have been dimensioned for those 

particular use cases.  

4 Battery modelling 

Batteries are highly nonlinear and complex electrochemical devices. The battery 

modelling approaches can be generally divided into electrochemical, mathematical, and 

electrical modelling. Electrochemical models are complex white box models that 

characterize the fundamental processes that occur inside the battery, particularly the 
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processes at the electrodes and the electrolyte. The electrochemical models are mainly 

used to optimize the physical aspects of batteries and to characterize the fundamental 

properties of batteries. The parameter extraction is difficult and impractical, because 

detailed proprietary information about the inner construction of a battery cell is needed. 

Mathematical models are abstract black box models with high complexity, and they are 

typically used to predict system-level behavior such as remaining capacity, runtime, and 

efficiency. Electrical models are gray box models that use electrical equivalent circuits to 

mimic the battery's electrical behavior.  

Recent electrical models can be divided into Thévenin-based [22] and impedance-based 

[23] electrical models. Parameters of impedance-based models are extracted based on 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements in frequency domain, while 

Thévenin-based models are parameterized using time-domain data from intermittent 

discharging and charging experiments. Both modelling methods may also need 

additional experiments such as constant-current discharging and charging experiments 

at a low rate for extracting the capacity and OCV characteristics. The computational 

complexity of electrical models is low in general and depends on the order of the model. 

The model can be augmented so as also to predict the temperature. Electrical models 

are commonly used for system-level simulations and performance assessment of 

batteries. Thévenin-based models are attractive, because no impedance measurements 

need to be done. In addition, also battery modules and packs can be characterized and 

modeled directly based on the data from a battery cycler during performance tests of a 

battery module or pack. 

Thermal modelling of batteries can be separated into two tasks: (i) modelling of the heat 

generation, and (ii) modelling of the heat-transfer dynamics. The heat generation rate of 

a battery comprises of the irreversible heat and reversible heat, in which the irreversible 

heat is associated with the internal resistance and the reversible heat is associated with 

the entropy change in the electrodes resulting from structural changes caused by 

intercalation of lithium ions during charging and discharging. These structural changes 

can release or absorb heat, depending on the electrode materials, SOC, and direction of 

the current. Heat generation can be modeled with electrochemical models or with 

electrical models which may include or exclude the reversible heat generation. Heat-

transfer dynamics of a battery cell are dictated by material properties, i.e., the specific 

heat capacity and mass of the battery, the heat-transfer coefficient of the battery, and 

the surface area of the battery. The battery can be treated as a lumped model with a 

single homogeneous material with averaged properties, or as a more detailed model 
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structure, which can include the battery geometry. The latter can be implemented, e.g., 

with a finite element method (FEM) and dedicated software. Furthermore, when 

considering a battery module, the cooling affects strongly to the heat-transfer dynamics. 

Numerical methods such as FEM and computational fluid dynamics are preferred for the 

thermal design and detailed thermal investigation of battery modules and packs. 

However, for evaluation of the thermal performance and for system-level modelling 

purposes, a lumped-parameter model is often preferred due to its simplicity and easy 

applicability. 

Cell-level testing is the simplest and fastest approach to characterizing batteries. Single 

cells are easy to order, deliver, and handle. The voltage and power ratings of the 

electronic load and power supply are also low, and therefore, the price of the equipment 

is low. In addition, no BMS nor other auxiliary electronics are needed, which makes it 

easy to set up the experiment. A module-level testbed is typically used for commissioning 

of the BMS and verification of its functionality as well as to assess the electrical and 

thermal performance of the battery module. Especially the thermal performance needs 

to be assessed carefully at module level, because the packaging and cooling system 

affect the thermal characteristics of the module. Price of the module-level testbed is 

moderate, the power requirement for the battery cycler is in the order of kilowatts or tens 

of kilowatts. Pack-level battery cyclers are very expensive. Full-scale batteries are also 

expensive to obtain for evaluation purposes. In addition, the delivery, handling, and 

setting up of the experiments is time-consuming. Hence, the experimental testing of 

battery packs is typically minimized. 

Efficient methods for module-level and pack-level characterization of Li-ion batteries 

were studied in [24]. A generic EEC battery model can be used to simulate the SOC, 

OCV, terminal voltage, current, and temperature of a battery based on the load power 

and ambient temperature data. The generic battery model consists of two coupled 

submodels: the electrical model and the thermal model. The model is computationally 

lightweight and only needs a few parameter mappings to operate. The same model 

structure can be used to model a battery cell, module, or pack. Battery parameters can 

be defined for a cell, module, or pack, and the battery system can be configured by 

defining the number of series and parallel connected units.  

A Thevenin-based lumped-parameter electrical model can be used to represent the 

electrical characteristics of the battery. The electrical equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 

12, where 𝑢oc is the OCV as a function of SOC, 𝑢b is the terminal voltage, 𝑖b is the 

terminal current, 𝑅0 is the ohmic resistance, 𝑅1, … , 𝑅𝑛 are the dynamic resistances, and 
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𝐶1, … , 𝐶𝑛 are the corresponding dynamic capacitances. The voltage source predicts the 

OCV as a function of the SOC. A onedimensional lookup table or a polynomial fitting is 

used to represent the OCV characteristics. The resistance 𝑅0 represents the ohmic 

resistance, whereas the parallel RC-branches model the activation polarization or 

charge-transfer overvoltage and concentration polarization at anode and cathode. The 

resistors and capacitors are not constants, but vary as a function of the SOC, 

temperature, rate, and SOH. In the generic battery model, first-order dynamics are 

sufficient for polarization effects, i.e., one parallel RC branch is used.  

 

Figure 12: Electrical model. [24] 

The dynamic equations for the EEC shown in Figure 12 are as follows:  

 𝐝
𝐝𝒕

𝒖𝒊 = 𝟏
𝑪𝒊

𝒊𝐛 − 𝟏
𝑹𝒊𝑪𝒊

𝒖𝒊,    𝒊 = 𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝒏 (1) 

 𝒖𝐛 = 𝒖𝐨𝐜 − 𝑹𝟎𝒊𝐛 − 𝒖𝟏 − 𝒖𝟐 − ⋯ − 𝒖𝒏. (2)  

The state of charge is defined as the ratio of the available charge to the usable maximum 

charge capacity: 

 𝒔𝑸 =  𝑸
𝑸𝐮𝐬

 , (3)  

where  𝑠𝑄 is the SOC, 𝑄 is the available charge, and 𝑄us is the usable maximum charge 

capacity. In Eq. (3), the unit for the variable SOC is dimensioless. It is also common to 

express it as a percentage. The SOC is predicted by using coulomb counting, which is 

sufficient and accurate for offline operation, as follows: 

 𝒔𝑸 =  𝒔𝑸(𝟎) − 𝟏
𝑸𝐮𝐬

∫ 𝒊𝐛𝐝𝒕. (4) 

The heat generation rate of a battery can be expressed as  

 𝑷𝐠𝐡 = (𝒖𝐨𝐜 − 𝒖𝐛)𝒊𝐛 + 𝒊𝐛𝑻 ∆𝑺
𝒏𝑭

 , (5) 

where 𝑢oc is the OCV, 𝑢b is the battery voltage, 𝑖b is the battery current, 𝑇 is the battery 

temperature, ∆𝑆 is the entropy change, 𝑛 is the number of electrons involved in the 

reaction (for lithium-ion batteries 𝑛 =  1), and 𝐹 is the Faraday constant. The first term 
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is also called as Joule heat or irreversible heat and the second term as entropic heat or 

reversible heat, respectively. The OCV, battery voltage and current are predicted in the 

electrical model, and temperature is predicted in the thermal model. However, the 

entropy change needs to be characterized for each battery, as its characteristics depend 

on the electrode chemistry, materials, composition, etc. Therefore, the irreversible heat 

generation can be neglected in the generic battery model. The functionality is available, 

but if the entropy-change characteristics are unavailable, the resulting reversible heat 

generation is zero, and thus, it does not have an effect on the outcome.  

Heat transfer characteristics of a battery are dictated by material properties and 

geometry. For a battery with homogeneous heat generation and heat distribution, the 

thermal dynamics can be expressed as 

 𝒎𝒄𝐩
𝐝𝑻
𝐝𝒕

= 𝑷𝐠𝐡 − 𝒉𝑨(𝑻 − 𝑻𝐚),  (6) 

where 𝑚 is the mass of the battery, 𝑐p is the specific heat capacity of the battery, ℎ is the 

heat-transfer coefficient of the battery, 𝐴 is the surface area of the battery, and 𝑇a is the 

ambient temperature. By rearraging, we get 

 𝐝𝜽
𝐝𝒕

= − 𝟏
𝑹𝐭𝐡𝑪𝐭𝐡

𝜽 + 𝟏
𝑪𝐭𝐡

𝑷𝐠𝐡, (7) 

where 𝜃 is the temperature difference between the battery temperature and ambient 

temperature, 𝑅th is the lumped thermal resistance of the surface, and 𝐶th is the lumped 

thermal capacitance of the battery, which are defined as follows: 

 𝜽 = 𝑻 − 𝑻𝐚 (8) 

 𝑹𝐭𝐡 = 𝟏
𝒉𝑨

 (9) 

 𝑪𝐭𝐡 = 𝒄𝐩𝒎. (10) 

The heat capacity and the thermal resistance can be used to form a first-order thermal 

Cauer network. A thermal equivalent circuit of Eq. (7) is presented in Figure 13. The 

parameters can be determined empirically without knowledge of the mass, the specific 

heat capacity, the heat-transfer coefficient, and the surface-area of the battery. In the 

generic model, educated guesses based on typical parameter values can be used.  
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Figure 13: Thermal model. 

In general, the parameters can be scheduled to take into account the effects of the SOC, 

temperature, rate, and ageing. However, if the characterization data for some effect are 

not available, those effects can be neglected or approximated. The parameters can be 

defined for a cell, module, or pack. If the parameters are defined for a cell or module, the 

resulting voltage needs to be multiplied by the number of series-connected cells or 

modules in the pack, respectively.  

A systematic characterization methodology for the experimental parameter extraction of 

these submodels was presented in [24]. The application of this methodology results in a 

model that is capable to predict the current, voltage, and temperature behavior 

accurately. This can be used both to assess and validate the performance of a fresh 

battery with any pack configuration and duty cycle as well as to evaluate the performance 

at EOL conditions. This methodology is suitable also for the performance assessment 

and characterization of the potential battery cells, modules, and packs used in the 

INVADE pilots.  

5 Generic dimensioning and design methodology 

As was stated in Introduction, the business cases and use cases of the energy storage 

need to be identified and selected first, before more detailed dimensioning, design, and 

selection of the energy storage can be performed.  

The most essential part of the dimensioning process is to define a detailed specification 

of the duty cycle and a comprehensive application-specific requirement specification for 

the battery. Based on these specifications, the final requirement specification for the 

battery can be defined. Then, preliminary studies are made to assess the performance 

and suitability of different battery chemistries and configurations. This phase is typically 

iterative, and computer simulations are usually used as a tool to evaluate the electrical 

and thermal performance of a battery. Simulation results can be exploited also to extract 

the DOD of main cycles and microcycles, and consequently, to evaluate the cycle life of 
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a dedicated battery configuration. Simple battery models with coarse parameter 

approximations are satisfactory at this phase.  

Commercial battery systems will be used in INVADE, and therefore, the typical design 

phases regarding the electrical, thermal, and mechanical design of a module and a pack 

as well as all module and pack integration issues can be bypassed. Instead, the most 

promising battery supplier candidates need to be identified and the commercial solutions 

need to be evaluated and compared carefully to find out the best solution, both 

technically and economically, for each pilot.  

The generic process of dimensioning and development of the energy storage system is 

shown below: 

1. Duty cycle analysis 

a. Identification of use-case-specific duty cycles and a typical daily duty 

cycle 

b. Extraction of basic minimum requirements for the energy capacity, power 

capability, number of charge/discharge cycles per day, etc. 

2. Definition of application-specific requirements for the battery 

3. Dimensioning 

a. Preliminary dimensioning and performance evaluation of different 

technologies and commercial systems 

b. Model-based dimensioning and validation (optional) 

4. Procurement 

5. System integration and commissioning 

In next subsections, these phases are described in more detail. 

5.1 Duty cycle analysis 

The use cases of the battery storage need to be identified and the corresponding power 

profiles need to be defined. These profiles may be obtained from experimental data or 

they can be formed artificially based on rough estimation. One use case is then selected 

to represent the average usage, or an average duty cycle can be formed by combining 

several use-case-specific duty cycles and weighting them with the number of 

occurrences in an average day, week, or month. This average duty cycle will be the 
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baseline for the performance evaluation and lifetime prediction. Performance of the use-

case-specific duty cycles are then assessed separately. 

Energy content, power profile, and the number of cycles during a day or year are the 

main outputs of the duty cycle analysis. From the power profiles, the continuous and 

peak discharge and charge power can be extracted as well as average loading and other 

measures that are valuable for the assessment of electrical ratings of the storage and 

power electronics. A good estimate for the number of cycles is very important for the 

lifetime prediction. The largest energy content acts as a baseline for the minimum usable 

energy capacity requirement.  

5.2 Application-specific requirements 

A detailed list of application-specific requirements need to be defined. The most common 

requirements and constraints include  

x Ambient temperature and cooling conditions and preferences 

x IP rating & mechanical constraints 

x Constraints regarding voltage, power, and current ranges 

x Grid connection and galvanic isolation 

x Electromagnetic compatibility 

x Lifetime 

x Safety and reliability 

x Communication and control interface 

In the following, the battery requirement specification is defined as the combination of 

the results of the duty cycle analysis and application-specific requirements for battery 

dimensioning and design purposes.  

5.3 Dimensioning of storage 

The energy storage needs to fulfill all necessary boundary conditions and constraints 

that are set by the application. From the dimensioning point of view these include  

x Usable energy capacity  

x Continuous and peak power capability 
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x Continuous and peak current capability 

x Voltage range 

x Roundtrip efficiency  

x Heat generation and dissipation 

x Temperature 

x Lifetime  

The dimensioning of storage can be performed after the battery requirement specification 

has been defined in detail. Generally, potential battery vendors can perform the 

dimensioning and offer storage solutions, if they are provided with a detailed battery 

requirement specification. However, not all vendors are willing to do this, or it may be 

subject to a charge. Moreover, it is easier to identify the most promising battery supplier 

candidates and commercial solutions, if preliminary dimensioning has been performed.  

The minimum requirements for the energy capacity, power capability, and number of 

daily cycles, which were identified in the duty cycle analysis, are used as a starting point 

for the dimensioning. Different commercially available solutions are then evaluated in 

terms of performance, lifetime, and cost. This phase is typically iterative, and simulations 

are often used in the performance assessment. If the intention is to use commercial 

storage solutions, the smallest increments in terms of energy capacity, power capability, 

and voltage range, are given in module level or string level. Hence, the energy capacity, 

power capability, and voltage range can be increased in fixed increments. Increasing the 

modules in series and parallel both increase the total power capability and energy 

capacity linearily. In case the performance should remain intact during the lifetime, the 

performance assessment should be made with a battery at its EOL conditions, i.e., with 

degraded capacity and power capability and increased rate of heating. This can be 

performed by using simulation models.  

The requirements regarding the cycle life and calendar life have a strong impact on the 

dimensioning of the storage. If a requirement for a minimum lifetime is specified, then 

the battery may need to be significantly oversized in order to achieve the specified 

lifetime. However, another approach is to avoid the overdimensioning by selecting the 

storage based on the LCOSE and by replacing the battery when needed. With this 

approach, the benefit of decreasing battery costs can be obtained too.  

Battery heats up during use. If the loading is nearly continuous, there is no time for the 

battery to cool down appropriately. It is important to evaluate the temperature rise of the 
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battery under continuous use, because the temperature affects the lifetime significantly. 

It is fairly safe to suppose that the temperature rise is low with a continuous average 

power that corresponds to a C/2 rate, i.e., 120 min discharge time from full to empty 

battery. For more demanding applications, simulations or more detailed calculations may 

be needed to evaluate the thermal performance, as it affects the lifetime significantly.  

In general, in addition to the usable energy capacity, the performance of a battery cell or 

pack can be constrained by the voltage, current, and temperature range. Moreover, to 

ensure long lifetime, more stringent limits for the continuous use are often be set by the 

system integrator. The lifetime can also be increased by oversizing the battery, which 

affects the cells in several ways:  

x the DOD decreases  

x the average current and power decrease  

x the average losses in a cell and module decrease  

x the average operating temperature decreases  

x the voltage range becomes smaller 

5.3.1 Calculation methods 

Based on the results of the duty cycle analysis and application-specific requirement 

specification, the minimum value for the rated energy capacity can be estimated, as 

follows: 

 𝑬𝐫 = 𝑬𝐮𝐬𝐚𝐛𝐥𝐞 + 𝑬𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐞 , (11) 

where 𝐸r is the rated energy capacity, 𝐸usable is the usable energy capacity, and 𝐸reserve 

is the reserve energy capacity of a battery. The reserve energy capacity is associated 

with the capacity fade and power fade due to ageing of the battery. For a typical EOL 

criterion of 80% SOH, the energy reserve must be at least 25% of the usable energy 

capacity. A criterion for the rated energy capacity and reserve energy capacity at a 

certain EOL criterion for the SOH can be calculated as 

 𝑬𝐫 ≥ 𝑬𝐮𝐬𝐚𝐛𝐥𝐞
𝐒𝐎𝐇𝐄𝐎𝐋

𝑬   (12) 

 𝑬𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐞 ≥ 𝑬𝐮𝐬𝐚𝐛𝐥𝐞 ∙ ( 𝟏
𝐒𝐎𝐇𝐄𝐎𝐋

𝑬 − 𝟏), (13) 
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where SOHEOL
𝐸  is the SOH regarding energy (or capacity fade) at the EOL conditions. 

Additionally, for applications with relatively high discharge power, the reserve energy 

capacity may need to be higher because of the higher voltage drop, which causes the 

cut-off voltage to be reached prematurely.  

To evaluate the lifetime of a dedicated storage solution, the DOD of the typical duty cycle 

needs to be calculated, operating temperature must be estimated, and the rated number 

of cycles at the corresponding DOD and temperature must be obtained from the battery 

supplier or evaluated by other means. The lifetime in years can then be evaluated as 

follows: 

 𝑳𝐲𝐞𝐚𝐫𝐬 = 𝑵𝐫(𝑫𝑶𝑫,𝑻)
𝑵∙𝟑𝟔𝟓

 (14) 

where 𝑁 is the number of cycles and 𝑁r(𝐷𝑂𝐷, 𝑇) is the rated number of cycles as a 

function of DOD and T. If this relationship is not provided or evaluated by the battery 

supplier, a conservative approximation can be made by assuming the lifetime to halve 

as the temperature increases by 10 °C above the rated temperature and by assuming a 

constant total energy throughput during a lifetime. With these conservative assumptions, 

the rated number of cycles at a given DOD and temperature can be approximated, as 

follows: 

 𝑵𝐫(𝑫𝑶𝑫, 𝑻) = 𝑵𝐫∙𝑫𝑶𝑫𝐫
𝑫𝑶𝑫

∙ (𝟏
𝟐
)

∆𝑻
𝟏𝟎, (15) 

where  𝑁r is the rated number of cycles, 𝐷𝑂𝐷r is the rated depth of discharge with a 

scaling from 0 to 1, and ∆𝑇 is the temperature difference between the estimated 

operating temperature and the rated temperature.  

Benchmarking of the cost-effectiveness of different storage solutions can be made by 

calculating the levelised cost of stored energy, as follows: 

 𝑳𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑬 =  
∑ 𝑪𝐞𝐬(𝒌)

(𝟏−𝒓)𝒌
𝑲
𝒌=𝟏

∑ 𝑬𝐨𝐮𝐭(𝒌)
(𝟏−𝒓)𝒌

𝑲
𝒌=𝟏

 , (16) 

where 𝑘 is the year, 𝐾 is the total number of years, 𝐶es is the cost of energy storage, 𝑟 is 

the interest rate, and 𝐸out is the total discharged energy during the lifetime of a battery. 

In the early phase, when the battery dimensioning and lifetime have not been calculated 

in detail, the LCOSE of different technologies can be benchmarked roughly by neglecting 

the time and interest rate, concluding in a simplified formulation: 

 𝑳𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑬𝐬𝐢𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐢𝐟𝐢𝐞𝐝 = 𝑪𝐞𝐬
𝑬𝐫∙𝑵𝐫∙𝑫𝑶𝑫𝐫∙𝜼

 , (17) 
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where 𝐸r is the rated energy capacity and 𝜂 is the roundtrip efficiency of the energy 

storage. This is a simplistic approach, but it is useful in the preliminary assessment and 

screening of potential battery suppliers. Later on, after a preliminary dimensioning has 

been done, the LCOSE can be updated by using the real values for the DOD and number 

of cycles: 

 𝑳𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑬𝐬𝐢𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐢𝐟𝐢𝐞𝐝 = 𝑪𝐞𝐬
𝑬𝐫∙𝑵𝐫(𝑫𝑶𝑫,𝑻)∙𝑫𝑶𝑫∙𝜼

 (18) 

Another useful benchmarking indicator is the levelized cost of power (LCOP), which can 

be evaluated both for continuous power and peak power capability, as follows:  

 𝑳𝑪𝑶𝑷 =  
∑ 𝑪𝐞𝐬(𝒌)

(𝟏−𝒓)𝒌
𝑲
𝒌=𝟏

∑ 𝑷𝐫(𝒌)
(𝟏−𝒓)𝒌

𝑲
𝒌=𝟏

 (19) 

 𝑳𝑪𝑶𝑷𝐬𝐢𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐢𝐟𝐢𝐞𝐝 = 𝑪𝐞𝐬
𝑷𝐫

 ,  (20) 

where 𝑃r is the rated power capability.  

With these methods, the preliminary dimensioning can be performed and the comparison 

of the levelised cost of different energy storage solutions can be evaluated.  

5.3.2 Model-based dimensioning and validation of storage 

Battery models can be used effectively in the dimensioning of storage. With this 

approach, the electrical and thermal performance of battery packs with different battery 

technologies and pack configurations can be assessed in detail. Battery manufacturers 

and battery system integrators often have detailed battery models available, and they 

use these models to validate their battery dimensioning by simulating customer’s duty 

cycles. It is possible and often beneficial also for the customer to use the same approach 

when performing preliminary dimensioning. Basic battery models need only a few 

parameters, and typically these can be approximated from the datasheets and other 

supplementary material from the battery supplier. Later on, it would be beneficial to 

purchase one extra module for experimental characterization and performance validation 

in the laboratory. This would allow the validation of the dimensioning before the 

commissioning of the energy storage system. Furthermore, experimentally 

parameterized battery model would allow fast performance assessment for any duty 

cycle and use case.  
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5.4 Procurement 

Based on the preliminary dimensioning and battery supplier screening, a pool of potential 

battery vendors need to be identified. A request for information (RFI) is then prepared, 

which includes the battery requirement specification and other issues regarding the 

procurement and commissioning. Figure 14 illustrates the important considerations for 

battery selection. The RFI is sent to the candidates, and based on the feedback, a final 

battery requirement specification and a request for proposal (RFP) is prepared and 

issued. The proposals are then evaluated and compared, and based on the results, the 

vendor is selected.  

 

Figure 14: Important considerations for battery selection [3]. 

5.5 System integration and commissioning 

System-integration phase includes the integration of the following subsystems into a fully 

operational system: 

x Battery storage 

x Power electronics 

x SCADA 

x Energy management system 

x Control / user interface 
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x Sensors, safety, and security 

x Galvanic isolation (if needed)  

x Grid coupling 

Commercial grid storage suppliers or system integrators have typically bundled all of 

these subsystems into fully functional products, which can be partly configured by the 

customer to comply with the requirements of the application. It may be hard to replace 

any of the subsystems with a product that is not included in the supplier’s or its partners’ 

portfolio.  

The interfacing power electronic equipment needs to be capable of charging and 

discharging the battery continuously with the continuous power rating and temporarily 

with the peak power rating of the battery. High efficiency of the interfacing equipment is 

is essential to obtain the highest possible overall roundtrip efficiency for the energy 

storage system.  

The integration and commissioning needs to be structured and well-documented activity. 

The performance targets of the battery and the whole system need to be validated 

experimentally.  

6 Pilot sites 

Short description of the pilot sites and their preliminary requirements for the energy 

storage are given next to give an overview of the applications and use cases. The 

definition of the final business cases and use cases as well as the final dimensioning and 

storage vendor selection will be made in a later phase of the project.  

6.1 Bulgaria 

Albena is a tourist resort situated on the Black Sea in the Northeastern Bulgaria. Albena 

has made the first steps towards intelligent grids. Within the INVADE project a local 

battery storage system will be installed in one of its hotels. This combination gives the 

opportunity to use various approaches for raising the potential of consumption flexibility 

by demand side management and active, focused demand response. The peak loads 

will be reduced and the base load will be raised, which will leads to financial and technical 

advantages. 
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Centralized electrical energy storage will be installed at a transformer substation that 

supplies electricity to а hotel and a restaurant – the 5-Star Flamingo Grand Hotel and 

Spa Complex. On its roof a photovoltaic (PV) system of 100 kWp with the corresponding 

inverters, protection and cables leading to the main transformer board, will be installed 

to cover the daily peak electricity consumption. Full energy monitoring system is already 

functioning on site. The PV system will cover most of the daily electricity demand. It gives 

the opportunity to reduce the used grid peak power and increase the used renewable 

energy. 

Using the energy storage local peak loads of the transformers will be avoided and thus, 

the power quality improved. The combination of PV system, solar thermal system and 

battery storage will increase the share of renewable energy and prove its efficient 

application at summer resorts. 

The preliminary requirements for the performance are presented in Table 4. 

No. Variable Value Unit 

1 Continuous discharging power 200 kW 

2 Continuous charging power 200 kW 

3 Peak discharging power 400 kW 

4 Peak charging power 400 kW 

5 Discharge time 0,5 h 

6 Duration of the peak power pulse 30 s 

7 Typical energy capacity of a cycle 100 kWh 

8 Maximum energy capacity of a cycle 100 kWh 

9 Required minimum usable energy capacity of the battery 100 kWh 

10 Number of main cycles (on average) during a day 3  

11 Amount of microcycles (very high / high / low / none) 24  

12 Typical ambient temperature 25 °C 

13 Maximum ambient temperature 31 °C 

14 Minimum ambient temperature 0 °C 

15 Required lifetime of the battery 8 years 

Table 4: Preliminary performance requirements of the Bulgarian pilot. 
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6.2 Norway 

Lyse is a Norwegian industrial group operating within the fields of energy, fibre-based 

broadband, and smart homes. The pilots in Stavanger focus on the home and the end 

customer. They will provide a smart system of renewable energy storage based on a 

smart home platform with integrated EVs, PV systems, and batteries to empower mobile 

and decentralised energy storage in the distribution grid.  

Totally 61 pilot services tested in homes are listed as followed: 

x Heating control, three zones (10 pilots) 

x Water heater control (10 pilots) 

x Smart EV charger (11 pilots) 

x 10 kWp battery energy storage. (20 pilots) 

x 3 kWp solar plant. (10 pilots) 

An illustration of the pilot site is shown in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15: Illustration of Lyse pilot site in Stavanger, Norway. 

6.3 Germany 

The village of Dagebüll located in Schleswig-Holstein has about 900 inhabitants. Thanks 

to its excellent position in Northern Frisia its wind production exceeds the local 

consumption considerably. This overshoot becomes more and more a problem, because 

wind farms need to be run down (up to 40%) due to the overload of the local grid. Bigger 

storage capacities of about 100 kWh can be useful (It is equal to about 90 s of full-load 

production). Although that does not allow bridging lack of wind, but enables balanced 
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production, in order to fulfil the production forecasts. Balance energy is not wasted but 

optimised, allowing forecasts from 15 up to 60 minutes. This can reduce electricity 

production costs considerably for the benefit of the wind turbine operator. Furthermore, 

the good local community cooperation makes the incorporation of several private 

households more likely. Smaller storage capacities (around 10 kWh) for private 

households may be connected to a bigger electricity storage. We also aim to incorporate 

the PV and biomass plants available into INVADE. The layout of the German pilot site is 

shown in Figure 16. The following infrastructure already exist in the pilot side: 

x Windfarm: 5 wind turbines, about 60,000 MWh/a 

x PV farm: 800 kW 

x Several PV plants (on private rooftops) 

No duty cycles or preliminary performance targets were available at this phase.  

 

Figure 16: Illustration of NewEn pilot site Dagebüll, Germany. 

6.4 Spain 

Estabanell is a distribution system operator (DSO) with a critical service in its 

headquarters: the control center of the DSO. Currently the electricity backup for this 

critical service is a genset. Through its INVADE pilot, Estabanell aims to demonstrate 

that a viable and attractive alternative to its genset backup exists. This alternative is a 

battery storage system of 100 kWh installed at the secondary substation to which the 

critical service is connected.  
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The system will be able to fulfill the following functions: 

x Ensure two hours of backup power 

x Flexibility management  

x Demand response 

The above system then presents the following advantages over the traditional solution: 

x It provides more than just a backup function, and so is used all year long and 

allows the surrounding community to benefit from the installation 

x It allows CO2 reductions  

x It increases the resilience of the grid (lowering the need for further network 

investments) through flexibility management and demand response 

functionalities 

The Estabanell pilot will serve as an example that can be easily duplicated for other 

entities with critical services. An illustration of the pilot site is shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Illustration of Estabanell pilot site in Granollers, Spain. 

The preliminary performance requirements of the Spanish pilot are shown in Table 5. 

No. Variable Value Unit 

1 Continuous discharging power 60 kW 

2 Continuous charging power 60 kW 

3 Peak discharging power 100 kW 

4 Peak charging power 100 kW 

5 Discharge time 2 h 
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6 Duration of the peak power pulse 2 s 

7 Typical energy capacity of a cycle 30 kWh 

8 Maximum energy capacity of a cycle 80 kWh 

9 Required minimum usable energy capacity of the battery 100 kWh 

10 Number of main cycles (on average) during a day 52  

11 Amount of microcycles (very high / high / low / none) high  

12 Typical ambient temperature 33 °C 

13 Maximum ambient temperature 50 °C 

14 Minimum ambient temperature -10 °C 

15 Required lifetime of the battery 10 years 

Table 5: Preliminary performance requirements of the Spanish pilot. 

6.5 The Netherlands 

ElaadNL and Greenflux are working together in the Dutch pilot to accommodate as much 

renewable energy in the energy system as possible. The biggest challenge for the future 

is to maintain system balance when renewable energy sources become dominant in the 

energy system. However, in the next 5 to 10 years, there will be a very strong desire 

among consumers/site owners to charge vehicles with ‘their own’ energy.  

We will explore the possibilities of matching demand for charging an electric car to the 

availability of sustainable generation. The possibilities to explore consist of grid-to-

vehicle possibilities and vehicle-to-home or building or grid possibilities and will also 

include technical developments, market structuring and impact on EV drivers. The Dutch 

pilot will cover three domains and two different approaches to charging electric vehicles 

on renewable energy. The domains are shown in Figure 18 and described below: 

1. A charge point at home in own driveway or carport. Usually there is only one 

charge point and the available maximum power for charging is low. If there is 

renewable energy available, it is almost always from roof solar panels. The 

charge point is connected to the grid connection of the house.  

2. A group of charge points at an office building, a shopping centre, a football 

stadium, etc. The charge points are all connected to the same network 

connection and often have to divide the available capacity to prevent overloading 

this connection. The charge points are sometimes publicly accessible but not 
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24/7. Local renewable energy production can come from solar panels, but also 

from windmills or other sources. 

3. A charge point in the public domain. The charge point has its own connection to 

the electricity grid and its own energy contract. It is completely interoperable 

(everybody can charge there) and it is available 24/7. Connection to renewable 

energy sources is via the energy contract, this might be reflected in dynamic 

energy prices. 

 

Figure 18: Illustration of Greenflux/ElaadNL pilot site in the Netherlands. Left: Charge point at 
home. Middle: Group of charge points. Right: Charge point in the public domain. 

There will be one home battery storage located at the ElaadNL office. The battery must 

be capable to charge at least one EV. The battery sizes of EVs vary from a little less than 

20 kWh to above 40 kWh for small and mid-sized vehicles and up to 100 kWh for 

premium and luxury cars such as Teslas [8]. A typical energy capacity of an EV battery 

is from 20 kWh to 35 kWh [8]. The losses of the storage battery, vehicle battery, and 

charger need to be taken into account, and therefore, a total efficiency of 85% can be 

approximated. Hence, the energy storage should be dimensioned to have at least 20% 

more energy capacity than an average EV battery. Moreover, the energy storage should 

have some 20–30% extra capacity to cope with the capacity fade and degradation of the 

efficiency due to ageing. Thus, the overall dimensioning should be approximately 50% 

larger than the energy capacity of an average EV.  
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